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House of a hundred columns is a proposal for a new House of Making situated at Backaplan, in Gothenburg, Sweden. A house of making is a public building composed of a culture house and a fabrication space, where the program is focused on creating physical objects as an act of culture.

The project is also an investigation of what a group of columns can be. Taking departure in historical and modern examples, the thesis project examines the architectural relationship between columns. Based on this research, one hundred unique columns are proposed for the House of Making. Their design is directional, enabling them to define space and give each its own unique personality very much like the people visiting the building. The wooden columns’ identities are further developed through a play with the cross-lamination of the timber.

Gothenburg’s new House of Making is a dense forest. Like trees the columns provide shelter, define space, carry load, let light through and trigger activity.

The project consists of two main parts. The first part is an investigation trying to answer the question what a group of columns can be. And the second part is a proposal for Gothenburg’s house of making, which is a proof of concept for the initial investigation where the learnings from the first part is implemented in the building proposal. In this report the two parts are presented as two chapters: 1. Proposal and 2. Process.
House of a Hundred Columns is created using three architectural elements: the columns (the tree trunks), the roof (the leaves) and the ground (the soil). Together they create the forest which is Gothenburg’s House of Making.

The columns define space without creating bays. They carry load and trigger activity.

The building is proposed in cross laminated timber columns that carry a roof of massive wood. The facades are angulating glass that frames the activities on the inside for the people passing by on the street.

The roof is designed as an ornament using thin wooden battens in different directions; the skin is to give the neighbours a beautiful roof to look at the same time as the pattern on the roof gives hints of the program underneath it.

In designing the proposal for Gothenburg’s house of making, the program is divided into three main parts; a library, a maker space and a public stage with exhibition areas. Each of these three areas is then divided into regions which are defined by the hundred columns of the building each having its own unique personality.
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The point of departure of the investigation part of the project was to study columns as architectural elements by looking at examples both historical and modern. The focus was on three contemporary examples: 2 built buildings and one competition proposal: Johnson Wax building by Frank Lloyd Wright, Rolex Learning Centre in Lausanne by Renzo Piano and finally the competition proposal for Agadir Convention Centre by LPM.
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Here follows a short reflection on House of a hundred columns. A few thoughts on both what worked well and what still needs improvement. These thoughts are very much a result of the discussion at the final presentation of the project fueled by insightful comments of the jury.

Looking back at the design process I am quite pleased with the balance I found combining computational tools with physical prototypes in my investigations. The leaning from a physical model was constantly taken back into the digital model, revisited and prototyped in a new iteration of the physical model. Another successful aspect of the project is the study of precedents that helps relate the project to a larger architectural discourse namely the one on the column as an architectural element.

The pattern on the roof, although graphically intriguing, could be further developed to be a score readable part of the design. Integrating a gutter system in the roof pattern is an example of how this could be achieved. The variation of the slab height in the building could either be removed altogether or to emphasize the column even further, or developed much more tightly with the design logic of the columns to become a more natural part of the design.

Finally introducing customisation into bowing of the sawn laminated timber is an idea worth further developing. The idea hinted at in a few sketch models has the potential to be elevated to an interior ornament that tells the story of the fabrication process of the CET and also reflects the structural vision of the building.
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